
BB’s 10 commitments
for a more
sustainable world



BB’s 10 Commitments 
with sustainability

The financial Market plays an essential role in driving economic growth on a 

sustainable basis. Aware of our transforming role in Society, we have a long 

and solid record in sustainability, generating value for our stakeholders and 

the environment.

Since 2005, we have a Sustainability Plan – the Agenda 30 BB, an instrument 

that promotes sustainable practices and business at the Bank. And to contin-

ue as protagonists in the search for na increasingly sustainable world, we 

lauched 10 Commitments with targets until 2030, in alignment with global 

objectives (Paris Agreement and Sustainable Development Goals – SDG).

Responsible Investiment

Sustainable Business

ESG Management



Responsible Investment
Contribute so that investors 

direct resources to companies 
that deliver positive 
socioenvironmental 

externalities

ESG Management
Increase clean energy matrix, 

reduce emissions, promote 
greater diversity among 

employees, ensure strong 
governance practices

Sustainable Business
Help our clients transition to 
a more sustainable portfolio



 Sustainable Business
Help our clients transition to 
a more sustainable portfolio

Promotion of Renewable Energy:

by 2025 
Reach a
balance of 15R$ billion

Promotion of
Entrepreneurship:

1 million
entrepreneurs by 2025
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Sustainable Agriculture:

125R$ billion
by 2025 

Reach a balance of

4
State and Municipal
Efficiency *
Disburse

in credit operations by 2025
20R$

billion

* Agriculture, culture, civil defense, education, energy efficiency and public lighting, 
sports and leisure, road infrastructure, public cleaning, environment, urban mobility, 
health, safety and health surveillance



 Responsible Investment
Contribute so that investors 

direct resources to companies 
that deliver positive 
socioenvironmental 

externalities

5 20R$
billion

Reach a balance of

in ESG Funds by 2025

Conduct ESG evaluation in

100%

of aplicable assets under 
management through 
BBDTVM by2022

6 Create

in sustainable resources 
for BB and the Bank’s 
clients by 2030

30R$
billion



Compensate

100% of BB's direct GHG 
emissions as of 2021

Acquire

90% renewable energy 
by 2024

Reduce direct GHG
emissions in

30%
by 2030

ESG Managementt
Increase clean energy matrix, 

reduce emissions, promote 
greater diversity among 

employees, ensure strong 
governance practices

Reach a rate of

30% of women and

23% black and mixed-race employees

in leadership positions by 2025
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Reach

17million
digital heavy users by 2025
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10 1R$
billion

Invest

in education, caring for the environment, 
socio-productive inclusion, encouraging 
volunteering and social technologies
through the Banco do Brasil Foundation by 2030



Be the protagonist 
of a more 
sustainable world.

and check our Action Plan
for a sustainable future - Agenda 30 BB

Find out more at
www.bb.com.br/sustentabilidade

Click here

For everything
you can
imagine.


